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GRAND RE-UNION AT ST ALOYSIUS COLLEGE-1989 B.Com Batch
1989 B.COM batch students came back to St Aloysius
College, Mangalore on August 12, 2016 after a gap of 27
years making it a nostalgic and historic event. 56 out of
the 78 former students attended the unique event with
their spouses and parents. It was indeed a Grand

Re-union because they took meticulous care in ensuring
the presence of their parents, spouse and children and
all their teachers and the non-teaching staff of the past
years. Over 35 students flew from Middle East and other
parts of the world which included many company executives and professionals, just to attend this unique Programme. Even some former teachers from other parts of
the world and the country attended the ceremony making it really Grand.

Assistant Commissioner of Income Tax at Mysore welcomed the gathering. Mr.Chandramohan K.Y., Chartered Accountant at Mangalore compered the Programme.
Mr.Vijaya Kumar Shetty, Chartered Accountant at
Mangalore proposed the vote of thanks. Mr Leslie Noronha, presently in Dubai was instrumental in leading a
very big team from the Middle East. Mr. Norbert Sequeira also in Dubai took the lead in organizing the
Thanks Giving Mass. SACAA President Dr Richard
Gonsalves gave a brief account of the activities of
SACAA and requested all students to attend the
Founder‘s Day programme on January 12 each year.
The uniqueness of the programme was that more than
25 former teachers including Dr A.M. Narahari and also
the non-teaching staff along with the spouses of the staff
who have since deceased were felicitated with grateful
memories. All 58 former students took part in the felicitation. Three girls out of four from the first batch after
Aloysius College became co-educational in 1986 shared
their happiness.

The programme began with a Thanks Giving Mass at St
Aloysius Chapel, conducted by Rev.Fr. Leo D‘Souza,
Principal of the college in 1989 and attended by other
priests of the College.
The former students then sat in their class room –Room
No.308 - for nearly half an hour bringing back the nostalgic moments.
Rev.Fr Dionysius Vas, the Rector, Rev. Fr. Swebert
D‘Silva, the Principal, Rev.Fr. Leo D‘Souza, Former
Principal and Dr A.M.Narahari, Registrar were the
Guests of Honour in the formal programme. The guests,
while appreciating the fine gesture of the former students coming back to their Alma Mater, expressed happiness that the former students are upholding the ideals
of St Aloysius College as Aloysians and are well settled
in life. A presentation was made about the progress of St
Aloysius College in recent years. An appeal was made to
help St Aloysius College which is on the verge of becoming a University. Mr.Sudheendra Kumar, presently

Later, the former student and renowned DJ in Dubai
Mr. Anil Mascarenhas, popularly called DJ MAS mesmerized the audience with a stunning musical programme running late into the Night.
The effort of the organizing committee in organizing the
event has been highly appreciated.
Reported by CA Chandramohan,
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WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS
HANDS-ON WORKSHOP ON „TECHNIQUES IN BIOLOGY‟

D

epartment of Biological Sciences at St Aloysius College ( Autonomous) Mangalore organized a two day „Hands
-On Workshop On „Techniques In Biology‟ for the Pre-university college students on the 5th & 6th of August
2016. There were128 student delegates along with 24 staff members, from 22 colleges of Dakshina Kannada
and Udupi districts. The program was sponsored by ‗The Department of Biotechnology‘ Ministry of Science and Technology, Government of India, under the „Star College Scheme‟.
Rev. Fr. Dionysius Vas, Rector, St. Aloysius College, presided over the inaugural event. He emphasized on the objective of the workshop which is to encourage basic sciences
and also to interact and collaborate with neighboring colleges by sharing our exposure, expertise and infrastructure.
Smt. Saraswathi B. – President, Principals‘ Association,
Pre University Colleges of D.K. was the chief guest. Rev.
Fr. Dr. Leo D;Souza, SJ Director, Laboratory of Applied
Biology was the guest of honour. The Chief Guest enlightened the audience about the wonders of science quoting
large number of examples. She also requested the students
to observe nature and actively participate in the workshop.
Rev. Fr Dr. Leo D‘Souza the guest of honor emphasized on
‗Make in India concept‘ and said it is the scientist who
make new discoveries and inventions for the welfare of humanity. He also emphasized on the importance of research
in basic sciences. Rev. Fr.Praveen Martis, Vice Principal and Director of LCRI encouraged the students to read
books and also emphasized on giving more time to think and reason which results in new discoveries.
The Purpose of the workshop was to strengthen the basic sciences. The students were exposed to 23 hands on experiments.
Rev. Fr. Dr Melwyn D‟Cunha, research coordinator was the Chief Guest for the valedictory Function on 6 th August, 2016. He advised the students to be focused and determined to achieve their goals and also encouraged the students to pursue research in biological sciences. Dr. Ronald Nazareth coordinator for star college scheme was the
guest of honor who motivated the students to be creative, to excel and contribute to the field of science.
Reported by Ms Karen D’Souza

WORKSHOP ON “RESEARCH IN FOOD AND WASTE MANAGEMENT

T

he department of Post Graduate Studies and Research
in Food Science and Technology, St Aloysius College, Mangaluru, organized one day workshop on ―Research in Food
and Waste management‖ on 12th August, 2016. On this occasion students‘ association "FRESHCO" -2016-17 was inaugurated along with its fresh logo. Scientist from Department of
Biotechnology Engineering, NIITE, Udupi was the resource
person for the talk entitled "Biotechnological methods for
the treatment of waste water generated from food industry".
Dr. Girish Kumar. R & D Head, Precot Meridian, Hassan
dwelt on the topic, "Challenges in Research and Industries
for new generation" based on his academic experiences at
CFTRI Mysuru and varied industries. A demonstration cum
lecture on ―Preparation of Fresh cake and basic icing techniques‖ by Sous Chef Mr Vincent Britto of Blue Delicacies
(proprietor /Exec. Pastry chef ) trained in Le Cordon Bleu London, won the hearts of young students while explaining
the nitty gritties of production processes in the bakery industry based on his life experiences in Cruise ship as well as
in Le Cordon Bleu, London. The workshop was designed by Ms Shilpha along with the ‗Food Science and Technology
Department‘ faculty members. The Vice Principal of the Loyola Centre for Research and Innovation Dr Praveen Martis SJ and the Coordinator of Food Science and Technology Dr Melwyn D‘ Cunha SJ were present on the occasion.
Reported by Ms Shilpa Lekha S
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WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS
WORKSHOP ON MATHEMATICA

A

one day workshop on Mathematica, a mathematical tool was conducted by the PG Department of Computer Applications and Bioinformatics on 12th August 2016.
The workshop began with a small Inaugural function at 9.30 am. Fr Denzil Lobo SJ, Director of AIMIT, Prof. Santhosh Rebello – Dean, PG Dept. of IT
and Bioinformatics were present. Dr Aravind Hanasoge, Consultant at Wolfrom, USA was the chief
guest. Mr Gireesh and Mr Darshan of G.T Enterprises, Bangalore were also present. This workshop
with hands-on experience with the Mathmatica software gave insights into the usage of this software
for various aspects of Research.

Dr Hanasoge in his lecture mentioned that Mathematica has nearly 5,000 built-in functions covering
all areas of technical computing—all carefully integrated so they work perfectly together. It has also
got unprecedentedly powerful algorithms across all
areas—many of them created at Wolfram using
unique development methodologies and the unique capabilities of the Wolfram Language. He also demonstrated how
Mathematica excels across all areas of technical computing—including neural networks, machine learning, image
processing, geometry, data science, visualizations, and much more
The workshop was attended by the faculties of MBA and IT Depts and also by faculties from Dept. of Mathematics,
St. Aloysius College, Mangalore. The workshop concluded with the distribution of certificates by Dr Aravind Hanasoge.
Mr. Aravind Prabhu S and Mr. Roshan Suvaris, Asst. Professors, Dept. of IT co-ordinated the workshop.

„ESSENTIALS OF EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS FOR MANAGEMENT GRADUATES‟

A

guest lecture was called open by the Master
of Ceremony - Ms Hanceeda D‘souza at the Arthur
Shennoi Auditorium organized by the department
of MBA, AIMIT on August 6, 2016 from 9 am to
12:30 pm for the 2st year MBA graduates.
Mrs. Mathais is a corporate trainer and facilitator
of life skills. Been a member of various academic
bodies-The syndicate, Academic Council, Faculty of
commerce and Chairperson of the Board of Studies
for Hotel Management of the Mangalore University and Karnataka University.
She has conducted various training sessions on
customer care, customer service, Professional Etiquette, Dinning Etiquette and Food and Cooking.
Mrs. Mathais narrated the simple ways on how
one at a business school, should develop skills that are essential to attain the supreme results which the corporate
world expects of us. She also guided us on how to focus and enhance ourselves at an MBA course.
She shed light on the essentials that are required to be employed. She focused on various areas like effective communication skills, Resume writing, Interview skills and Analytical skills. Just like an arrow, one must develop skills at
every sector only then will the results be effective is what she said.
The key note address was followed by a Q&A session where students interacted with Professor and took valuable
words of wisdom from him. Ms. Evangeline Sharlet proposed the vote of Thanks and wound up the session. The lecture has been proven very practical and informative to the students.
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WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS
Seminar on Empowering youth through skill development

A

one day seminar on ―Empowering youth
through skill development‖ for students of DDU
Kaushal Kendra held at Fr Robert Sequeira Auditorium
at LCRI Block of St Aloysius College, Mangalore on 20 th
August, 2016.

A relevant Seminar addressed by various experts of
leading Industries in the State to create awareness of
various skills required for the students. Mr Giridhar
Salian, Director of Karnataka German Technical Training Institute, Mangalore, inaugurated the Seminar by
lighting the lamp in the presence of Rector of St. Aloysius College Institutions, Rev. Fr Dionysius Vas SJ, Principal, Rev. Fr Swebert D‘Silva SJ, Registrar, Dr A.M
Narahari, Director of Kaushal Kendra, Rev. Dr Praveen
Martis SJ and other faculty members. Inaugural ceremony was presided over by Rector Rev. Fr Dionysius Vaz
SJ.
In his Inaugural speech, Chief Guest, Mr Giridhar Salian appreciated the various programme organized at St.
Aloysius College Kaushal Kendra to empower the students. He stressed the need of improving the standards
of the education and including more youths in skill development training programmes. He also raised concerns
regarding the gap between skill development and vocational training.
In his Presidential address, Rector Rev. Fr Dionysius
Vas SJ, emphasized on keeping aspirations and motivation high throughout their B,Voc studies. He asked the
students to work hard towards achieving their dreams
further making them aware of the importance of developing skills to improve their chances of employability.
Principal Rev Fr Swebert D‘Silva SJ asked the students
to make the best of such seminars to their growth.

Speaking on the topic of the role of leadership in youth
skill development Mr Raghavendra Holla, explained the
qualities that a leader must have to impress and attract
a following. ―An ideal leader has to tackle successfully
three phases —Misunderstanding, Inquiry and Verification. Those who fail to pass through these phases can‘t
leave a lasting impact on the group he heads,‖ said, adding that broad mindedness, caliber to overcome hurdles,
self-esteem, endurance and undying willpower are some
of the qualities of a good leader.

In the session on the ―Skill Development and self employment,‖ Mr G Nandagopal Shenoy enlightened the
students with a powerful presentation on various
schemes and benefits of Govt. He spoke on various ways
through which self employment can be created.
Addressing the session on the topic ―Challenges, opportunities and skill development‖ programme in India
Prof. Sriram Karanth enlightened the students on the
schemes introduced by the government for development
of skills for the youth. Rev Dr. Praveen Martis SJ welcomed the gathering. Management faculty Mr Sharath
Kumar Shetty proposed the vote of thanks.

Exposure Visit
On 20 Aug. 2016, Saturday, 2.00 to 4.00 pm, Human
Wellness of MSW Department visited Ave Maria Palliative Care, Vamanjoor to have exposure on Palliative
care in Social Work practice and to interact with patients.

Three sessions on various subjects were conducted by
renowned resource persons, namely, Mr. G Nandagopal
Shenoy, National level trainer and Industrialist, Prof.
Sriram Karanth, Academician and Mr Raghavendra
Holla, Administrative officer of SEZ Mangalore.
About 150 students representing B.Voc in Retail Management, Pharmaceutical chemistry and Food Processing and Engineering participated in the sessions.
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WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS
WORKSHOP ON GROUP DYNAMICS

A

one day personal development program with the
theme ―Be a change for the Change” was organised on 26th of August 2016 for the Second MBA students at St.Aloysius College (AIMIT). The focal point of
the programme was ‗The Role of the Youth in Nation
Building‘. The sessions were conducted for students in
three different batches. As resource persons there were
4 priests who not just shared their knowledge but also
made each student think on various issues pertaining to
the self and country as well.

secretary. All the groups were given some questions to
be discussed and presented by each group leader. The
questions were mainly oriented towards bringing out
the latent ideas and suggestions of the young minds to
transform the country. Students munched on some
snacks while churning their minds to unearth ideas towards a changed India. The next session substantiated
with new insights and additional tips for success in life.
It was emphasized on the Importance of aim high with a
clear vision and mission for which we first of all need to
have a strong desire. Thus all the participants were infused with new vigour and zeal to change oneself in order that country may change. After the session Jain Jose and Chryselle from second MBA proposed the vote of
thanks expressing gratitude to the resource persons.

Talk on Family is an anchor during rough
waters

T
The first session in the bright morning began by invoking God‘s blessings on all the participants and moved on
to the ice breaking session. The main thrust was on how
to change oneself in order to witness change around us.
This theme was enabled with some inspiring video clippings followed by reflections and analysis of the same.
These sessions took the students to the realm of deep
reflection and discovery of self-worth and how that could
be utilised for constructive purpose. Youth with a lot
potentials have the calibre to make a difference in society which should begin from one‘s own self. The session
was made more effective through a few videos like that
of the inspiring Tony Melendez who despite not having
arms still uses his legs and plays the guitar which tells
one that it‘s better to the best with what we have rather
than complain of what we don‘t have. Few other videos
were shown which enhanced the session.
‗Becoming people‘ is the need of the hour to solve several problems that are being faced in India today which
include suicide, violence and pornography and so on.
The youth of the current era suffer mainly from the
problems such as obsession with career, going with the
crowd. In order to solve this a few solutions were stated.
The first one being, having an education that builds
character, increases strength of will and expands the
intellect. Secondly there is a need to fight against indifference and become sensitive. The third solution is to
distinguish between ambition and vision and a call to be
proactive rather than reactive. He also said that crisis is
for growth. One of the other solutions were commitment
and responsibility to the nation. Post lunch sessions
continued with an innovative of having discussion called
―Youth Café ― where in students were divided into
groups of 10 each headed by a leader and assisted by a

he Department of Sociology & Humanities Association of St Aloysius College (Autonomous) organised a
talk on the topic “Family: An anchor during rough
waters”on 26th August, 2016 from 2:50 pm to 4:30 pm
at Eric Mathias Hall.
Mrs. Mona Mendonsa, Resource Person, from Carmel
college, Bantwal highlighted the challenges that students face, as they head off to the college life. As most of
the time they are not equipped to manage challenges
like relationship, academic failures, they think of ending

their life or getting addicted to substance use. In this
regard perhaps the ideal way to help the students is to
manage stress and help them understand a complex
tension they undergo. Mrs. Mona also helped the students to learn the need for study habits and strength to
accept adverse situation.
Ms. Prema D souza, HOD, Sociology Department, Dr.
Alwyn Dsa, Vice Prinicipal of the Admin Block, Dr. Denis Fernandes, History Department, Dr. Rose Veera D
souza, Dept of Political Science, Ms Disharag Shetty,
Dept of Psychology, were present for the talk. Around
130 students participated in this interactive session.
Reported by Ms Prema D’Souza
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International Interaction Series
2016 - 1

M

s Venisha Sequeira, a second year M.S. Student
from Food Technology, University of Wisconsin at Madison, interacted with the students of Food Science and
Technology. She emphasized the need for hands on

training in Food Technology. She enumerated her project work on non-nutritive sweeteners which provide
fewer calories per gram compared to sugar. She also
explained the need to make a mature choice of subject
and what one would like to do in life as career.
Mr Gilbert D' Souza, the entrepreneur in Souza hatcheries and Aluminium industries, explained the
need of having in depth knowledge of a given subject of
one's choice as well to develop passion to make the products in food sector which are of high standard and desired by the customers.

Retreat for Degree Students

A

two day retreat programme for Catholic students
was organised on 28th and 29th June 2016. Retreat was
organised for more than 1550 students in three different languages at
three different venues. Malayalam retreat was organised
in Eric Mathias hall.
About 250 students
attended the retreat.
It was conducted by
Rev. Fr. Robin & Fr.
Francis. Mr Roger,
Ms Shameen Elizabeth & Mr Reji John
were staff incharge at the venue. Konkani retreat for the
students was organised at two different venues. One in
Aruppe hall AR 801. It was conducted by Rev. Fr Roman
and his team. About 350 students participated in the
retreat. Dr Jyothi Miranda & Ms Precilla DSilva were
staff in charge at the venue. The other venue was college
auditorium where 250 students participated. Rev. Fr
Maxim SJ & his team conducted the retreat. Mr Allwyn
DSouza, Ms Rachael Natasha Mary were the staff incharge. English retreat was conducted in two different
venues. For BCom and BBM students retreat was conducted in primary hall. About 400 students participated.

Reported by Rev. Dr Melwyn D’Cunha SJ

Former Students' Gathering
Batch of 1972 Commerce

Preliminary meeting of Former Students‘ Commerce
Batch of 1972 was held on Monday 22 August 2016.

NEW APPOINTMENT

Ms Tia Boban Joined the PG Dept.
of Journalism & Mass Communication as Assistant Professor on August 02, 2016.

Rev. Fr. Shinto & his team conducted the retreat. Dr
Ronald Nazareth, Mr Roshan Martis & Mr Manuel
DSouza were the staff in charge. The other English retreat was organised in Aruppe AR 802. About 300 students participated. Redemptorist priest Fr Arun and his
team conducted the retreat. Mr Santhosh Goveas and
Ms Anita DLima were the staff incharge.
All the retreats were well attended. Monstrance were
collected from different places and were returned after
the programme. About 40 Priests helped us for the confessions. On both the days, mass was held at each of the
venues. In the organization of the retreat Rev. Fr. Francis Almeida, Mr Anup Denzil, Ms Gladwin Fernandes
helped the coordinator Dr Richard Gonsalves in making
this a successful one.
Reported by Dr Richard Gonsalves
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P G STAFF COUNCIL MEETING

T

he meeting of PG Staff council was held on August
09, 2016.

Meeting began with a prayer lead by Dr Lourdusamy.
Principal welcomed the members to the meeting. He
then presented the Admission status of all the P G
courses in the campus and said that there is an improvement in the admission intake of most of the departments. He pointed out that some departments have to
find newer strategies to improve their intake. He then
highlighted about the efforts by the management towards making the college a University. He explained the
three ways of applying for University status i.e under
RUSA, as Deemed University and Private University.
He said that our college has already applied through
RUSA (State Govt) and there is possibility of getting it
any time. However college is also applying under
deemed University status and the process is going on.
Research Director Fr Melwyn explained about the research activities taking place in the college. He mentioned that college grants seed money to students for
their research activity. He said that for this year a Notice has already been sent to all the PG departments to
send the proposal of eligible students to the research
office by 16th August on the basis of 30:1 student ratio.
There was a discussion regarding the quality of Minor
Research. It was suggested to have internal assessment
and a review when the research is in progress by Research review committee. Research diary should be
maintained which includes the progress of research
work done, including publications. Principal pointed out
that research work should be of quality and the funds
should be utilized appropriately.
The Registrar spoke on the Revised Choice based structure. He mentioned that departments should have more
choices in soft core papers. He informed that the Academic Council Meeting will be held at the end of September 2016 and asked the chair persons to send their
proposals to the Registrar‘s office as early as possible
including new courses to be started. He mentioned that
student Project report assessment regulations need to be
formulated and adhered to. Certain guidelines regarding
Project report assessment will be sent to the departments.
Principal spoke about placement of our students and
stressed the need to take measures to enhance the placements of the students of the respective departments. A
staff member should be appointed to coordinate the
placements of the students who in turn need to coordinate with the placement officer of the college. He requested the department heads to give the list of students
who have been placed to the NAAC office (IQAC).
Dr Lourdusamy briefed the members about soft Skill
classes for the PG students which is held every Saturday
from 11-12am. He said that timetable has been set for
this semester along with the topics as well as the faculty
resource person.
Librarian Mr George spoke about the Library and asked
the department heads to give the list of books to be

purchased. He mentioned that some departments have
already given the list of books required. Principal
stressed that all department heads should ensure that
students work after class hours and make use of the library resources.
Principal then spoke on Rural exposure camp and told
the staff that it should be organized well. Vice Principal,
Fr Marcel was asked to coordinate the Rural exposure
camp of all PG programs and Vice Principal Fr Praveen
would also assist him in this programme. Principal said
that every staff should go on turns accompanying the
students for the rural camp. He also mentioned that the
security of the students will also be looked into.
Lastly following instructions were given to the members
by the Principal



Work towards establishing departments as Research centre
 Eligible PhD guides should be enrolled
 Measures to be taken regarding decreasing student
intake in some departments
 Staff members should accompany students to the
Rural camp
 Consultancy offered by staff members should be
done according to the college consultancy guidelines
 PG staff must attend refresher courses
 Students coming late should not be entertained
 Dress code guideline to be followed by students
 Follow a common day fixed by the college for Onam
celebration
 Educate students on Energy saving, Environment
protection activities and Waste disposal methods.
 Any activity held in the department should be informed to IQAC in advance
 Every department must hold any one National level
Workshop/Seminar
 Guest lectures should also be held
 5-year vision plan submitted by the PG departments
to be reviewed
It was decided that the scheduled date of 1st internal
exam of PG programmes in the campus to be postponed
to the following week. HOD‘s were asked to meet the
Vice Principals and plan initiatives for the department.
Lastly Principal thanked the members and the meeting
concluded at 5pm.
Reported by Dr Loveena Lobo

Al-Empower Inauguration

A

l-Empower, the HR Forum of PG Department of
Social Work was inaugurated on the 18 August 2016.
Mr Pandurang was elected as the President, Mr Tomin
and Ms Pallavai as the Secretaries and Mr Avin as the
Treasurer. Games were conducted for the fresher‘s and
the objectives of the forum were explained to the members. Forum Coordinator Ms Vidya Vinutha D‘Souza
and Asst Coordinator Mr Lohith Shetty were present for
the programme.
Reported by Ms Vidya Vinutha D’Souza
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Plant a Sapling a Month

O

n August 10th the Students‘ Council conducted an
inaugural of ―Plant a Sapling a Month‖ in front of the
college (Administrative Block) at 3:45 pm. The main objective behind this was to create an awareness regarding
the conservation of nature. The programme was inaugurated by planting a sapling by the Principal, Rev Fr
Swebert D‘Silva SJ, the Registrar Dr A M Narahari, Finance Officer Rev Fr Pradeep Sequeira, the presidents
of Student Council Professor John D‘Silva and Ms
Rachael Natasha along with the Office bearers of student Council.

Talk on “Soft Skills for Healthy Living”

T

he Dept. of Sociology & Humanities Association of
St Aloysius College (Autonomous) organised a talk on
the topic ――Soft Skills for Healthy Living‖ on August 5,
2016 from 2:50 to 4:30 pm in Xavier Auditorium.
Dr Sr Severine Menezes, Resource Person, highlighted
the importance of a positive attitude, the need to boost
self-esteem and most importantly, the purpose and
meaning of life.
Ms. Prema D souza, HOD, Sociology Dept, Dr. Alwyn
Dsa, Vice Prinicipal of the Admin Block, Ms Gladwin P
Fernandes, Ms Jeshma Dsouza, Mr Yathish Rao & Mr
Santhosh Notagar from Rovers & Rangers Association

In collaboration with the AICUF Association, the Students‘ Council organised Patriotic singing Competition
on account of Independence day celebration on August
11th for all the students of the college. The competition
was conducted separately for the First year students in
AR 802, Second year students in AR 801 and the third
year students in AR 803. Sixty two teams participated in
the Competition.
The winners of the patriotic singing competition are as

were present for the talk. Around 150 students took benefit from the talk.
Reported by Ms Prema D’Souza

Re-Positioning the MBA Programme
New Directions for the II MBA Students

O
follows:
I Year- I place- IBSc PCM
II place -IBSc ECsM, SCsM and EcSM
III place -I BA ‗B‘

n August 3, 2016 the Director Rev. Fr. Denzil Lobo
S. J. gave a motivational session to the incoming II MBA
students reaffirming the central place of meaningful
management leadership. The programme commenced
with an interreligious prayer service to enhance the inherent values in the student community invoking divine

II year- I place- II BCom ‗D‘
II place -II BSc PSM, PEM, SCsM, PCsM, ECsM
III place -II BCom ‗E‘
III year- I place- III BCom ‗A‘
II place- III BSc CBZ, BCBZ,BcBZ
III place - shared by III BCom ‗B‘ and III BSc
PCM
Reported by Ms Rachael Natasha Mary

blessing on future endeavors.
This was followed by the Director exhorting the students
to rise to their full potential in a very interesting motivational session.
The students were then guided on SIP Viva procedures.
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MATH FEST - 2016

T

he Undergraduate & the Post graduate Departments
of Mathematics, St Aloysius College (Autonomous) organized a PU & UG level intercollegiate competition MATH
FEST-2016 and a guest lecture on ‗Graphs & Games‘ on
10th August 2016, on behalf of the birth memorial celebration of Prof. K.A. Krishnamurthy, an eminent professor of Mathematics who served the institution for more
than four decades. This programme was supported by
STAR COLLEGE SCHEME, Physics Department.

were present. Ms Rashmi Naik, lecturer, PG Dept. of
Mathematics, extended the vote of thanks.
The formal programme was followed by a lecture on the
topic of ‗Graphs and Games‘ by Dr Joseph Varghese, Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics, Christ
University, Bengaluru.
As an introduction he mentioned that everything in this
world, in a way, has to do something with battles. The
life is just about conquering these battles. The concept of
games is the same. A game is about doing things and
winning.
A Mathematician named Hilbert rightly said, ‗If you
state any problem mathematically, then you can solve
it.‖ All the problems in life if given a mathematical structure could be solved. When given a mathematical structure one can find ways of applying different strategies to
give the best result. Later on he dealt with the 4-color
theorem, coloring problems and chromatic number etc.
He encouraged the students to get into research in this
field of graph theory and thus contribute to the field of
mathematics.

The formal programme began at 9:00am at Eric Mathias
Hall, Maffie Centre for PG Studies, with an invocation
hymn sung by the B.Sc. students. The formal programme
was presided by Rev. Fr Swebert D‘Silva SJ, the Principal, St Aloysius College. The chief guest for the function
was Dr Joseph Varghese, Associate Professor, Dept. of
Mathematics, Christ University, Bengaluru. Mr P Pradeep Kumar, former Managing Director, SBI, Mumbai
and Rev Fr Pradeep Sequeira SJ, the Finance Officer, St
Aloysius College, were the guests of honor. Ms Hazel
Mathias, Asst. Professor, UG Dept. of Mathematics, welcomed the dignitaries and the gathering. The programme
was inaugurated by lighting the lamp.

The PG Dept.. of Mathematics conducted the following
competitions: Prameya -mathematical quiz, Nidhila treasure hunt, Vinyasa - math model presentation,
Chittara - math painting, Bodhana - math lecture and
Aril - the Star of Mathematics, at the under graduate
level in the afternoon session in which students from 11
under graduate colleges had taken part.
The valedictory programme of the UG events was held at
3.45pm at the Eric Mathias Hall. The chief guest Rev Fr

Rev Fr Pradeep Sequeira SJ shared his memorable experience of being a student of Prof Krishnamurthy and
the ways by which he created desire to love and learn
mathematics in his students. Though Prof Krishnamurthy hailed from Tamil Nadu, he absorbed the culture
and traditions of Dakshina Kannada, he added.
Mr Pradeep Kumar exclaimed that Prof Krishnamurthy
is one of the greatest teachers of Mathematics. It is his
dedication and simplicity towards teaching that made
him memorable even after forty years in the campus. He
motivated the student participants to take up research in
basic sciences.
Rev. Fr Swebert D‘silva SJ, in his presidential address,
briefly explained how St Aloysius Institutions have
grown to greater heights in the past 137 years. Being a
student of Prof Krishnamurthy, he recollected the wonderful ways of teaching that his professor delivered to his
students, in all its simplicity.

W Marcel Rodrigues SJ, the Vice Principal of Maffei
block for PG studies, St Aloysius College, expressed his
fascination towards Mathematics and the importance of
the subject in solving our real life problems. Prize distribution ceremony was then conducted and the winners of
various competitions were felicitated by the chief guest.

Mr. John Sherra, the Vice Principal of Xavier Block, Mr
John E D‘Silva, Vice Principal of Arrupe Block, Prof K R
Upadhyaya, former HOD of Mathematics, Ms Anupriya
Shetty, Coordinator, PG Dept. of Mathematics and Ms
Priya Monteiro, HOD of UG Dept. of Mathematics,

The overall championship was backed by SDM
College, Ujire and the runners up were Alva‘s College,
Moodabidri.
Reported by Ms Anupriya Shetty
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Collage competition on „Chemistry
in everyday life‟

C

ollage competition on ‗Chemistry in everyday life‘
was organized by Alchemy Association of Department of

PG Studies and Research in Chemistry on 19th August,
2016 at LH-606, LCRI Block. The faculty members
Dr.Vinola Rodrigues and Mrs.Anupama Mallya were the
judges and the presentation was made by each team
about their collage.
Reported by Dr Richard Gonsalves

Special Interest Group – Cloud Computing

A

hands on work shop on the topic “Platform as a
Service implementation in cloud” was conducted by
SIG Cloud Computing on 26-08-2016 at 3 pm in Lab 006
by the students of final year MCA. The target audience
were MSc 1st year students. SIG In charge- Mr Santhosh B welcomed the participants. Introduction to the
topic was given by Ms Chitra Londhe and other details
were shared by Ms Priyanka. The following topics were

covered- Why cloud computing? Advantages and disadvantages, risks and challenges. Then focusing on Platform as a Service - Mr Vasudev Mayya and Mr Joel explained What is PaaS, its advantages and how to use
PaaS service. Using the Google App engine created an
application, tested locally then deployed onto the cloud
successfully. The session ended at 5 pm. SIG Inchage Mr
Santhosh B thanked the participants and the trainers.

Retreat for M.Sc(ST), M.Sc(BI)
and PGDCA - I Sem students
M.Sc(ST) I Sem, M.Sc(BI) I Sem and PGDCA I Sem students underwernt a one day Retreat on 10th August 2016.
Rev. Fr Anthony, Rev. Fr Maxim and Br Joy were the
resource persons. During the retreat students had reflections on leadership, prayer, environment protection, multiple intelligence and motivation. Fr Maxim briefed about
the importance of Prayer, benefits of thanking God in
every walk of life. He also made the students think why
they had to be thankful to God. Fr. Anthony took over

the session post tea break. He made the students to realize self importance and made it clear that every individual is potential enough to face anything in life. He demonstrated this by conducting few games. The whole day session was fruitful and students were utmost benefited.

Competitions

T

he students‘ council organised various competitions

from 1st August 2016 to 10th August 2016 at 3.40 pm in
the Arrupe block. The competitions included Rangoli,
Debate in English, Kannada and Hindi, Tattoo making
and creative writing in English ,Kannada and Hindi was
conducted in collaboration with Hopkin‘s Literary and Al
fine Arts Association, General Quiz, Wealth out of Waste,
Mehendi, Poetry writing in English, Kannada and Hindi,
Face Painting, Handwriting and Rangoli. These events
witnessed huge participation by students of all disciplines.
Reported by Ms Rachael Natasha Mary
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AJ Hospital Collaboration

Special Interest Group IMAGE PROCESSING

A

Session on Image Processing was held on 12-08-16
at 3pm in Room No: 004. It was conducted by the SIG
Group with the Faculty Guide Ms Nausheeda B.S. The
welcome speech and the guest introduction was given by
Ahna Alva. Introduction was given by Prof. Santhosh
Rebello by addressing the guest and gathering. The
Speaker of the session was Mr D S Rajesh, who has done
his M.Tech in Computer Science Engineering from Mangalore University, B.E in Electronics and Communica-

tion from Mysore University. He has 17 years of teaching and 4 years of Research experience. And is currently
he working at Srinivas Institute of Technology.
Mr. D S Rajesh Started the session with the topic Why,
What and How of Image Processing and its applications.
The following were the topics covered in the session
 Object Tracking and Decision making
 Object Recognition and Detection
 Signature analysis
 Signature/Palm print Recognition
 Vein pattern recognition
 Iris Recognition
 Video Processing
 Remote Sensing and Classification
 Gesture Recognition
 Stages of Computer vision based on Image Processing
 Histogram equalization
Most focused topic of the session was Object Recognition
and Object Detection.
The programme concluded with a Vote of thanks given
by Rasila Raj and the session ended at 4.30 pm.

M

eeting with AJ hospital staff Dr Shipa dheeraj
along with 3 medical students regarding collaboration
for project work with Dr Mamatha. B.S was held in Applied biology lab on 10.08.2016 in presence of subject
expertise Dr Fr Melwyn, Dr Shashikiran Nivas, and Dr
Jiji George.
The fact that Tender coconut and its products, are very
well recognised as nutritious supplements for health, It
is a question often asked to a physician, no matter what
the ailment – ―Tender coconut water is safe and healthy
for this problem, isn‘t it doctor? ― while the doctors answer is almost always yes, though we are not sure about
it.
In view of interest, an initiative has been taken by Dr
Shilpa, who decided to approach our esteemed institution for advice on a research protocol we have thought
after prior discussions. Discussion was carried out on
the hypothesis is that certain varieties of tender coconut
water may provide better blood pressure lowering effect
in comparison to others (valuable suggestion was given
by Dr. Jiji on varieties of coconut) . The work was
planned to recruit 32 individuals with hypertension, and
compare the effect of administering 300 ml of each of the
following.
1. Chowghat Orange Dwarf
2. Green- Dinsi green tender coconut water
3. Commercially available powdered and reconstituted tender coconut water
4. Water (as a control)
In this discussion Dr Fr Melwyn and Dr Jiji suggested
to contact CPCRI to procure the above mentioned varieties of tender coconut to know the time of harvest, for
the best possible results in the study as it may help us
highlight, and reaffirm to the general population, that
tender coconut water is indeed very beneficial for health
and well being.
Reported by Ms Shilpa Lekha S

Special Interest Group – Object Oriented Technologies

S

pecial Interest Group (SIG) – Object Oriented Technologies conducted a talk on “Architecture for Object Oriented Programming” on 19th August 2016 at 3
pm in Gallery room no 004. Mr Desmond Rego – Founder
CEO of Townhub Solutions Mangalore along with Mr.
Hancil Sequeira was the resource person. MSc(ST) I Semester, M.Sc(BI) I Semester and PGDCA I Semester students were the target audience.
Mr Rego discussed the basics of Object Oriented Programming and compared it with the other types of programming
paradigms available. He also made it clear to the audience as to how the concepts come in handy with respect to Software Development. He gave a practical demonstration on the object oriented concepts using C#. He also explained
about MVC, MVVM, DRY and ORM which are used in Industry. At the end he gave a small demonstration on
ASP.NET to show MVC architecture.
The whole program was compered by Ms. Babitha and Ms. Soujanya delivered the vote of thanks.
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Inauguration of Phoenix

T

he inaugural function of the Physics association
―Phoenix 16‖ was held on 12 August, 2016 at Biotechnology Seminar Hall, LCRI. Prof. G Umesh, Professor Dept.

Analytics School- MOCK Interview 2016

I

n order to prepare the final year students of MCA and
M.Sc, Analytics school of IT Dept. conducted a series of
sessions on Mock Interview, Group Discussion, Technical Interview and HR Interview on 6th August, 8th August, and 9th August 2016. Aptitude tests were conducted on 6th August in the Labs. All the students attended
the first round. 60 Multiple choice questions from General Aptitude, Java, OOP concept, DBMS/RDBMS, Data
Structures were included which had to be answered in
90 minutes. 64 students were selected for the second
round which was on Group discussion. Mr Shawn

of Physics, NITK, Surathkal, was the Chief Guest and
Rev Fr. Pradeep Sequeira SJ., Finance officer of our college presided over the function.
Dr Rita Crasta, President of the association welcomed
the gathering. In his inaugural address, Prof. G Umesh
opined that the co-curricular and extra-curricular activities help in overall development of the students. Rev. Fr.
Pradeep Sequeira SJ in his presidential remark wished

Adithya Prakash, Faculty, Dept. of MBA from SDM College of Buisness Management and Ms Shirley A Furtado, Visiting Faculty of St Aloysius College conducted the
GD round for the students. Students were divided into 8
groups. Post assessment the penalists selected 32 students for round 3. Forenoon session consisted of Technical interview for the 32 students . Mr Lanwin Lobo,
Technical professional, MResults, Mangalore along with
Ms Jyotsna Pereira, Director, TownHub Solutions Pvt
Ltd and Mr Shabaneesh A, Senior Software Engineer,
Invenger Technologies, Mangalore conducted the technical interview for the students. The final round of the
whole process was conducted on 9th August 2016 which
consisted of HR Round. 11 students selected from the
Technical interview attended the final round. Mrs. Laxmi Shenoy, Faculty Dept. of Mass Communication, Nitte

all the success to the association activities. Mr. Larson
Monteiro proposed vote of thanks.
The inaugural function was followed by a guest lecture
on ―Ultra Fast Optics‖ by Prof. G. Umesh. He enlightened the gathering about major areas in OPTICS and
also stressed on applications of LASER. The different
Laser pulse forming methods, mode locking arrangements to get short pulses were discussed during the
talk. He concluded the talk with benefits of organic and
inorganic LED‘s.

University and Mr Desmond Rego, CEO of TownHu Solutions Pvt. Ltd, Mangalore were the Panelists. This
round was a combination of Stress and HR questions.

Reported by Mr Chandra Shekhara Shetty
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CONDOLENCE MEETING

Talk on „Time Resolved Spectroscopy‟

T

he Alchemy Association of Department of PG Studies and research in chemistry, organised a talk on ‗Time
Resolved Spectroscopy‘ by Mr. Joel Cornelio, Research
Associate, TIFR, Mumbai on August 5th, 2016 at LH606, LCRI Block. He spoke about different spectroscopy

techniques and how they depend on time. The femtosecond studies of different spectroscopic techniques to
study the excited state electron were shared by the resource person. The resource person also spoke about the
different opportunities for PhD at different universities.
The memento was presented to the resource person by
Mr.Jostin D‘Costa, Secretary of Alchemy association.
Ms.Preethi Lobo proposed vote of thanks.
Reported by Dr Richard Gonsalves

BOS Meeting

T

he BOS meeting of Department of PG Studies and
Research in Chemistry was held on 29th August, 2016 at

S

t Aloysius College held a condolence meeting on August 17, 2016 in front of Maffei Block of the College on
the sad demise of a II BCA ‗B‘ Batch student Sharun

PV , This Program was initiated with a prayer service
led by Rev. Fr Praveen Martis, Campus Minister and
Rev. Fr Pradeep Sequiera, Finance Minister. A passage
from the Bible was read by Mr Renwick, Ms Afreen read
a reading from the Quran and Ms Samskruthi read a
passage from Bhagavad Gita. And college choir team led
the prayer session with meaningful hymns. Mr Ashok M
Prasad, Dean of Computer Science, Applications and
Animation, and Mr Savan of II BCA shared their memories of Sharun. Rev. Fr Swebert D‘Silva SJ, Principal
read the condolence message on behalf of the management, staff and students. Dr Alwyn D‘Sa Vice Principal
of Admin Block initiated condolence prayer Service.
Reported by Mr Royal Praveen D’Souza

Session on Right to Information Act

P
Conference Hall, St. Aloysius College (Autonomous),
Mangaluru.
Meeting was conducted between 9.3012.30pm for M.Sc. Analytical Chemistry. Syllabus was
discussed at length and some suggestions were incorporated in the syllabus. Prof.Keshavayya, Department of
Chemistry, Kuvempu University and Prof.Arun Isloor,
Department of Chemistry, NITK, Surathkal were the external members. In the afternoon, BOS meeting of M.Sc.
Chemistry was held in the conference hall.
Prof.B.Vishalakshi, Chairman, Department of Chemistry,
Mangalore University and Prof.B.S.Holla, Coordinator,
Department of PG Studies in Chemistry, S.D.M.College,
Ujire were the external members.
Reported by Dr Richard Gonsalves

G Department of Social Work conducted a session
on Right to Information Act on the 10th August 2016. Mr
Jaison Suares, editor of Times Bidra, a weekly Kannada
Newspaper at Moodabidri gave guidelines to students of
2nd year MSW on the concept of the act, its usage and
limitations. Students were given the format of application along with the illustration by the resource person
about the various RTI applications filed by him. The
session worked as motivation to the students of social
work in applying under RTI Act on various social issues
and concerns.
Reported by Ms Vidya Vinutha D’Souza
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Feast of St Ignatius Loyola

F

east of St Ignatius Loyola, Founder of Society of Jesus was celebrated with great enthusiasm by St Aloysius
College Mangaluru. Celebration of Loyola week was observed From Monday, 25 July 2016 to Saturday, 30 July
2016 in the campus. Throughout the week prayers were
offered every morning and students were asked to donate for the poor and needy.
Feast of St Ignatius of Loyola was celebrated on the last
day of Loyola week i.e on Saturday, 30 July 2016 at Loyola Hall. Theme of the celebration was, ‖Set The World
On Fire With The Mercy Of God‖. Rev Dr. Aloysius Paul
D‘Souza the Bishop of Mangaluru Diocese was the main
celebrant with other con celebrants. Offerings received
from students were donated to the poor and needy,
through the centre for social concern of the College.

Over 2500 Catholic Students of Aloysius Institutions
witnessed the feast. At the end of the celebration the

prizes were distributed to the winners of Loyola week
competitions. All the preparations for the feast were
done by the members of Campus Ministry under the
able guidance of Rev. Fr Praveen Martis SJ. AICUF and
CLC took active part in volunteering and other arrangements. Snacks were distributed to all the students present.
Reported by Mr Royal Praveen D’Souza

Konkani Patriotic Singing Competition

T
On the occasion of 75th birthday Celebration, completion
of 20 years as Bishop shepherding the Diocese of Mangalore and Golden Ordination of Priesthood (i.e on 3rd
December 2016) of Most Rev Dr Aloysius Paul D Souza ,a felicitation programe was organized After the
mass , the Management honored bishop for this great
achievement . After the felicitation, Rev. Dr Aloysius
Paul- the people‘s bishop, in his speech congratulated
the Jesuit priests for the feast and he was grateful for

o celebrate 70th year of Independence day, Konkani
Sangh organized interclass Konkani Patriotic Singing
Competition on 9th of August 2016 in AR 801. 12 teams
participated in this competition. Mr Melwyn Sequiera
and Ms Dimple Pinto were the judges. The overall or-

ganization was done by Konkani Sangh members under
the leadership of the Presidents, Ms Renita Menezes
and Ms Hazel Mathias and Secretaries, Mr Roshan Lobo
and Ms Vencilla Tauro. The winners of the competition
are :
the good work of the Jesuit Priest. He Encouraged the
youth to be a great leaders of the county and also to get
into civil services‖.

I Place : III B.Com ‗A‘
II Place : III Bsc BtCz
III Place : I B.com ‗E‘
Reported by Ms Vencilla Tauro, II B.com ‘B’
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DEBATE ON ETHICS OF E-COMMERCE INDUSTRY IN INDIA

T

he inaugural debate of the Debating Club under the
Makarios– Management Club saw its fruition on 30th August, 2016 in the Arthur Shenoi Auditorium, AIMIT. Rev
Fr. Denzil Lobo SJ, Director, AIMIT in his opening re-

marks invited the students to hone practical skills and
knowledge to stay updated with the current markets. The
debate materialized around the proposition: ‗The recent
trends in e-commerce industry are good for India‘s
growth‘. Two teams consisting of six members each from
MBA II presented facts and arguments for and against the
proposition. While on the positive, the team elaborated on
the customer friendly nature of e-commerce, focusing on
the growth prospects in terms of GDP, employment opportunities, platform for startups and inflow of FDI, the opposition refuted the claims pointing towards the unethical
practices of the e-commerce giants in terms of breach of
security, low quality products and the unhealthy competition that is affecting the homegrown brick-n-mortar retail
industry.
The opposition mourned the fact that India is a buying
power and not a making power. The audience fired intriguing queries questioning both teams and clarifying on
misconstrued opinions. Melanie, Arshaq, Jain, Ashmitha,
Ashily, Twinkle debated for the proposition and Melvi,
Macquin, Abhishek, Jyothi, Shivraj, Saif formed the opposition. Mr. Rayan D‘Souza facilitated the debate, while
Pavithra and Nadeem coordinated the arrangements. Dr.
Rowena Wright was present.

ITC Campus Recruitment - YUVA Campus
Challenge

T

he YUVA CAMPUS CHALLENGE was organised by
the ITC team on 18th for the students specialising in
Marketing. It began with an induction programme by
the HR Manager, Miss Avantika followed by the ITC
team including the Area managers and Trade and Distribution Managers. The competition was held bearing
in mind the marketing skills of the students which included selling few of the ITC products to the customers.
The participants had to prepare a presentation based on
their selling activity in and around the campus. The ITC

team screened 4 teams out of the 16 teams for the Grand
Finale to be held on 31st August 2016.
The Grand Finale was given a start on 31 st August by
delivering a guest lecture from Mr Madhav and Ms
Avantika which followed by a question and answer session. There were 7 teams qualified for the grand finale
out of which 4 teams were from St Aloysius and 3 were
from School of Management, Manipal. The session eventually led into the presentation by the teams. 2 teams
were declared winners and 2 as runners up from each
college which will help them screen the deserving students for the final placements. The winning teams were
awarded with a cash prize and goodies from ITC ltd and
are supposed to attend the short end interview process.

Activities of Centre for Social Concern

A

s a part of Social Service, Centre of Social Concern with Sahaaya
students of BBA, BA and B.com
batches distributed various Offertory items like coconuts, rice,
soaps, sugar, wheat powder,
grains, biscuits, note books and
stationary items to SnehasadanA care & support centre for
HIV/AIDS, Gurpur Kaikamba,
Nimpa, Oldage home, Pandeshwar, St. Antony, Home for
Aged, Jeppu, Mother Tharesa,
Home for Poor, Falneer, The
Little Sisters of Poor, oladge
home, Bajjodi, Snehadeep, Residential care centre for Girls with HIV,
Bejai, Teloca, Alcohol De-addiction Recovery Centre, Maroli and Riya
foundation, Care Centre for Differently Abled Children, Kulashekar
Reported by Ms Shwetha Rasquinha
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Konkani Manyatha Divas

Bio-Week by Bioscience Association

T

he Bioscience association organized a series of Interclass Competitions, in the College Campus from 1stto
4th of August. It comprised of five events. On 1st of August, ‗Essay and poetry‗ event was conducted at 3:45 pm
in the Xavier Auditorium. The participants were given a

choice of two languages- English and Kannada. There
were a total of 40 participants for the entire event. The
topic for the essay was, ―Return of Dinosaurs ― and the
topic for poetry was ―If microbes start speaking‖. On 2 nd
of August, ‗Pictionary‘ was conducted at 3:45 pm in X
601. Three members made a team and there were a
total of 39 teams for the event. The event comprised of
three rounds and the teams which didn‘t guess the word
were eliminated. There was a good response from the
participants. On 3rd of August, ‗Guess that word‘ was
conducted at 3:45 pm in the Xavier Auditorium . There
were a total of 19 teams for the event and each team
consisted of two members. The event had two rounds.
The first round was the general round and the second
round was the surprise round. The top 11 scorers of the
first round were qualified for the second round. The
event went on quite wonderfully. On 4th August, ‗Bio
mad ad‘ was conducted at 4:00 pm in the Xavier Auditorium. Five members made a team and a total of five
teams participated in the event . The teams were given a
time limit of 5 minutes. All the teams participated quite
enthusiastically. On the same day the ‘Photography ‗

K

onkani Association celebrated the inauguration of
its 20 years of existence and Konkani Manyatha Divas
on 26th August 2016 in AR 803.Mr Roy Castelino, President of the Karnataka Konkani Sahithya Academy was
the chief guest. Vice Principal of Aruppe Block, Prof.
John Edward D‘Silva was the president of the programme. Secretary Mr Roshan Lobo welcomed the dignitaries on the dais. Presidents Ms Renita Menezes and
Ms Hazel Mathias florally welcomed the chief guest and
President of the function.
Mr Roy Castelino gave a beautiful message on this occasion. He stressed out the importance of the Konkani
Language and how it came into existence, the history of
the Konkani language and culture. He encouraged students to learn Konkani and do higher studies in Konkani and to achieve greater posts in the society.
Prof. John Edward D‘Silva in his presidential address
informed students to give more importance to Konkani
language. He congratulated the members for conducting
various programmes in college.

The prizes of the Konkani Patriotic Singing Competition
were distributed by the chief guest on this occasion.
On behalf of the Konkani Association, Prof. John D‘Silva presented the memento to Mr Roy Castelino as a token of appreciation. Secretary, Ms Vencilla Tauro delivered the vote of thanks.

contest was also conducted in the Xavier block lobby.
The theme was ‗Mini world‘ and there were 27 participants for the event. All the photographs were creative,
related to nature and were exhibited at Xavier block
entrance.

The programme was followed by a cultural programme
performed by the members of the association. They displayed their talents by performing a dance, a song and a
skit. The Konkani association members were present on
this occasion. It was a memorable day for all.

Reported by Ms Vencilla Tauro, II B.Com ‘B’

Reported by Dr Jyothi Miranda
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SACMAC Inauguration

S

t Aloysius College Masters‘ of Commerce Association
(SACMAC) was inaugurated on Thursday, the 18th of
August, 2016.
The programme was inaugurated by Dr. Suresh Poojary
and Mr Gerard D‘Souza in presence of the staff and students. It was hosted by Miss Preema D‘Souza, student of
the 2nd year. Miss Nikita Fernandes – the SACMAC
President, Miss Renita Aranha and Mr Suhasa A.P.S. the elected SACMAC Secretaries for the Academic Year
2016-17 took charge of the event.

The 2nd year students led the gathering in Prayer before
officially beginning the programme. To mark the event,
a guest lecture by Mr. Gerard D‘Souza on Positive
Thinking was organized by the Association. The Coordinator, Dr. Suresh Poojary introduced and welcomed
the Chief Guest and Resource-person for the event. Mr.
Gerard D‘Souza, an alumni of St. Aloysius College enlightened the audience on improving one‘s performance
in his/her work life by way of positive thinking. He accompanied his talk with a PowerPoint presentation and
several examples of real life situations. He kept the attention of the audience with his pleasant sense of humour, and live illustrations. He shared many quotes
that were food for thought, and even conducted a small
activity to emphasise on positive thinking.

National Integration Day Celebration

O

n the occasion of the 70 years of Independence of
India, AIMIT marked the celebration with the Observance of National Integration week. A guest lecture
on National Integration on August 18 and ‗India@70‘
quiz on August 19, 2016 were organized to assimilate
the implication of national integration.
Dr P L Dharma, Chairman & Professor, Dept. of Political Science, Mangaluru University was the resource person for the guest lecture. In his discourse, he stated that
national integration is an everyday life event and it
ought to become a living culture, a serious culture. He
dwelt at length on the four issues that pertain to our
experience of ‗freedom‘: Knowledge of our history, Freedom struggle, Patriotism with reason and Eradication of
poverty. Reflecting on the issue of poverty he noted that
we have glorified terrorism and poverty, and of the two,

poverty is scary. He harkened the call to create a culture
of integration that is inclusive. And in order to do that,
he implored the students to take up civil services, to become policy makers and make a difference to the society.

Fr Denzil Lobo SJ, Director, AIMIT beautifully summarized the inspirational address of Dr. Dharma and beseeched the students to be on guard about the seven sins
that Gandhi spoke about. The students sang soulful choruses on National Integration along with a video on the
journey of India since independence.
The Finals of the ‗India@70‘ quiz on the next day saw
enthusiastic participation from the students with four
teams in the finals. Mr Siddharth Rai and Mr Rohith
Kajava of MBA II were declared winners.
After a fruitful session, Miss Vinisha Gonsalves delivered the vote of thanks and the programme was concluded.
Reported by Ms Maria Rodrigues
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PhD Holders meeting from Biological Sciences & Chemistry department
PhD Holders meeting from Biological Sciences & Chemistry department held on 5-8-2016 at 12 noon in the Conference Room
Agenda:
Application for recognition as Research centre and
ResearchGuide under Mangalore University.
The meeting began with a prayer by Rev Dr Melwyn
D‘Cunha S.J. This was followed by the opening remarks
by Rev Dr Praveen Martis SJ. Father mentioned that as
we are planning to become a Deemed University, we need
to increase our research output. He mentioned Biotech
research centre is already there under Mangalore University. However, other departments too must apply for research centre as well as research guides.

8. Recognition accorded to an Institution may subsequently be withdrawn by the Syndicate in full or in part,
if the Institution fails to fulfill the conditions required for
running Ph.D programme as stipulated by the University
from time to time.
Recognition of Guide
(a) Professors in the Post-Graduate departments of the
University, who have Doctoral degree in the concerned
subject / related subject shall be deemed to be the recognized guides in their subjects.

Fr Leo stressed that research culture is very important in
higher education. Our country is also supporting research.
Dr Asha Abraham gave a presentation of the guidelines
pertaining to the requirements for recognition of guide &
recognition of institutions as research centers.
Statute governing recognition of institutions as
Research Centers
(Framed under Section 40(1)(p) read with Section 66 of
the K.S.U. Act 2000)
1. Title and Commencement
i) This Statute shall be called .the Statute Governing
Recognition of Institutions as Research Centers.
ii) This Statute shall come into force from the date of assent of the Chancellor.
2. The recognition of Institutions shall be on the basis of
the conditions required for running the Ph.D. programme
as stipulated by the University from time to time.
3. On receipt of a request or a proposal from the Head of
the following categories of institutions where necessary
facilities for research and qualified staff are available to
guide research students, the Syndicate may accord recognition to them as centres of research for award of Ph.D.
degrees by Mangalore University.
i) Laboratories of All India nature or other Institutions
maintained by the Government of India where research
work is being carried out. and
(ii) Research Institutions maintained by a State Government or a QuasiGovernment / Autonomous Institution
recognized by the Central or State Government.
4. The Syndicate shall consult the Boards of Studies in
the respective subjects and /or appoint a Commission to
inspect the institution and obtain a report before arriving
at a decision in the matter of recognition of an Institution.
5. The Syndicate, while recognizing the Institution, may
specify the subjects orareas for which the Institution is
recognized.
6. The institution seeking recognition shall pay the recognition fee etc., as prescribed by the University from time
to time.
7. When an Institution is recognized in the above manner,
a candidate intending to carry out research in that institution shall ordinarily work under the guidance of a member of staff of that Institution recognized by the University as a research guide.

(b) Associate Professors in the Post-Graduate departments of the University, who have Doctoral degree in the
relevant subject and have at least one year of independent research experience after the Ph. D. degree as evidenced by publications in refereed / reputed journals are
eligible to be recognized as guides in their subjects.
(c) Assistant Professors in the Post-Graduate departments of the Universitywho have doctoral degree in the
relevant subject and at least three years of independent
research experience after the Ph. D. degree as evidenced
by publications in refereed / reputed journals are eligible
to be recognized as guides in their subjects.
(d) Scientists / Professionals working in recognized research institutions and teachers of constituent / affiliated
colleges, recognized as Research Centers by the University, who have doctoral degree in the concerned /related
discipline and having at least three years of independent
research experience after the Ph. D. degree as evidenced
by publications inrefereed / reputed journals are eligible
to be recognized as guides.
2. (a) The application for recognition as guide shall be
referred to the concerned P.G./ composite Board of Studies for recommendation and the Chairperson of the B.O.S.
shall communicate the Boards decision to the Registrar
within two months.
(b) The recognized guide shall not have, at any given
point of time, more than eight Ph.D candidates.
(c) If a recognized guide joins any organization not recognized as a research centre by the University, then he/she
automatically ceases to be a guide for further registration.
It was decided that department of Chemistry can apply
for recognition as research Center. Since there is a research center in Biotechnology, all eligible biological sciences staff could apply for guideship through this center.
The meeting concluded with a vote of thanks by Rev Dr
Melwyn D‘Cunha.
Reported by Rev. Dr Melwyn D’Cunha
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Radio Sarang - A Report

D

own the months Radio Sarang has been actively
showcasing vibrant talents in its shows and it has hosted several giants of Mangaluru community in its programmes. Besides that Roshan Crasta our studio Manager also attended a interactive programme held at Jain
College in Bengaluru for all the community radios of
Karnataka. Radio Sarang as a team lead by Fr William
Marcel Rodrigues visited Radio Mattoli, a community
Radio run by the diocese of Tellichery in Kerala in
Wayanad district. It was an interactive and educative
programme for the staff.
Some of the studio
based programmes in
different
languages
hosted the following
guests and programmes
Kannada
Programmes
Kudroli Ganesh a talented magician from
Mangalore of Vismaya
Jadoo fame top finalist
of ‗India has got Talent‘ reality show, visited the studio
and interacted with our radio listeners . He can mesmerize any audience with his magic tricks, and make the
thin line between reality and illusion including disappearing from sight.
He is Kudla‘s pride
and joy, a sensation
in the world of magic. He has brought
Mangaluru
great
honor and pride.
Kudroli Ganesh has
won 11 prestigious
national
magic
awards and is a force
to reckon with in the
world of Magic in the sub-continent, having relentlessly
striven to revive the mysticism of ancient Indian Magic.
He has performed over 1500 shows in the country and
across the borders with his troupe which goes by the
name ―Vismaya‖ Magic Troupe. A man with a golden
heart, his accolades include the Indrajala Prathibha
Mega Magic Award, Illusion Magic Award and Twin
Gold Medal Magic Award among others.
Ismail Mudushedde a Kannada, Tulu and Beary film
director was guest at a Aadu Aaata Aaadu programme
speaking on his
filming experience.
Purushotham
Bandary - wellknown Master of
Ceremony of Mangaluru spoke on the
topic-‗Nirupane ondhu kale‘- Compeering an art.

TULU SPECIAL
Under the Sarang‘s Tulu banner programme Binnere
Pateragate the editor of Amrita Patrike Malati Shetty
interacted with Timmappa VK Kadaba
Ramesh Rai Kukkuvalli shared his twenty years of experience in theatre.
Coastalwood: Radio Sarang launched a new signature
programme under its banner This Tulu programme introduces Tulu cinema and its nuances and artists. The
script writer of Pilibail Yamunakka Mayur R Shetty was
first artist to be interviewed for the programme.
Radio
Sarang
was part of a
training
programme associated with the non
Tulu police deployed to Mangaluru. Sarang interviewed
and
interacted
with
nearly
twelve
police on their experience on learning Tulu.
KONKANI PROGRAMMES
We had many artists as guests to our FM station in past
months for Konkani Program. They shared their fruitful
experience about life‘s journey, their contribution to society, and their achievements also exhibited their talent
during the visit.
Jerald D‟Souza – Bajjodi.
By profession a painter, a popular singer too who has
already contributed an album ―Nach Bangaara‖ to Konkani music world. His next album will be released soon
―Ye ghara Kullara‖. He has already entertained Konkani
folks with two musical nites. He has Sung for various
musical troupes of Coastal belt of Karnataka.
Stany (Stan) D‟Souza –
Bangaluru.
He hails from Marnamikatta, Rosario, Mangaluru. He was a rank holder in BCom from St. Aloysius Evening College. He
has served as Manager of
Canara Bank of India and
Served in Dubai for almost twenty years. He has sung
for three albums of legendary singer and composer Konkan Kogul Amar- Wilfy Rebimbus. Aicho dees asoi mujo
kithyak udelo‖ is one of his favorite numbers. He has
offered a Konkani Album ―Eka pakya pondli gayanam‖
to Konkani music world. He has composed over fifty
prize winning Konkani songs.
Blany D‟Souza – Rosario – Mangaluru.
A graduate has worked in gulf counties for several years.
He created niche of his own with terrace gardening and
kitchen gardening. He is recognized as first person to
grow grapes on terrace in Mangaluru. He has conducted
various orientation programs regarding terrace gardening in schools and institutions. He is a first person to
grow Jackfruit in pot.
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Radio Sarang - A Community Radio
Lloyd Rego – Taccode
He works as development officer at Star
Health Insurance of India. Being a Poet, Lyricist, writer, Music Composer has contributions
are immense. He has
worked as an editor of
the various Konkani
magazines. He has contributed Nine Konkani Musical albums. His lyrics,
songs, albums were nominated for Konkani global
awards. His songs were sung during musical nites.
Mahesha R Nayak
He hails from Puttur and now is settled in Mangaluru.
Being a poet and writer ahis contributions immense to
short stories specially in Kannada. He was the Member
of ―Karnataka Konkani Sahithya Acadamy‖. He was the
President of ―Dakshina Kannada Zilla Chutuku Sahithya parishad‖. He has already 23 books to his name. Participated in Many poetry sammelans in South Africa,
Asian Countries and Europian Countries. He is the proprietor of ―Kallachu Prakashan‖,and published several
books through this Prakashan.
Mr Henry Mendonca (H. M. Pernal)
He is the Editor
in
Chief
of
‗Asro‘ a fort
nightly
Konkani magazine.
He is also the
Editor in chief
of ‗Kittall.com‖.
Being a B.Com
graduate
he
has immensely contributed as a writer, poet, novelist,
critic, and research scholar. He has five books to his
name. His articles have been published in Kannada
magazines and books. His priority has been short stories.
Vincent Prakash Carlo – Bajjodi
An
International
name and fame in
Power lifting and
body building has
won gold medal,
silver medals and
Bronze medals in
international
events. He has participated in London
international power lifting games. He gives free training
to many youths in power lifting and body building.

Stalin D‟Souza - Anjelore
He is just eighteen years
old. Till SSLC he had
never been absent to
single class in his school
days. He plays five musical instruments at this
very young age. He is
good in guitar, versatile
in key board, best in
drums, also blows trumpet and plays bass guitar too. He has an extensive
knowledge of DJ spinning, and has actively participated
in many concerts too. He is presently pursuing computer
engineering at MITE .
Roopith D‟Souza - Bejai
Roopith is the President of Aloysius high School Mangaluru. He is a very good key board player, and NSS cadet.
He has played key board in Front of President of India
honorable Dr Pranab Mukherjee. He has also performed
in front of the chiefs of Indian Army, Indian Navy and
Indian Air force. He spoke about leadership qualities;
behavior of a student should be and discipline maintenance in a school atmosphere. He desires to be a pilot.
Nihal Rego Bendur
He is the Vice
President of St.
Aloysius
high
school and a budding compare. He
has won several
prizes in elocution
compotation. At
present his academics has been his priority. He has given certain
amount of place for co-curricular activities too in his life.
His slogan for life is ‗A leader must work first. And
should give a very good example too fellow students‘. His
dream is to become a Pilot.
Roy Castelino –Kulashekar
The current President of Karnataka Konkani Sahithya
Acadamy was at
Radio Sarang interacting on Konkani
culture and issues
faced by the Konkani language. He
was also the founder of ―Konkani Prachar
Sanchalan‖.
He has been an
activist of Konkani
too. He hails from Makale –Cordel, and is proprietor of
Prestigious ‗Roy Construction Group‘. He has been an
active member of Mandd Sobhan and Pirjenth of Kalangan. He has contributed a lot to Konkani language in
Karnataka. Social activism is another passion.
Reported by Rev. Fr William M. Rodrigues
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FACULTY EXCELLENCE
DR AMBARISH CN - Dept. of Biochemistry
Publication
Ambarish C.N and Sridhar K.R.2016.Biochemical composition of two giant pill-millipedes of the Western
Ghats of India. Biological Lett. 52(1–2): 45–61.
DR NORBERT LOBO, Dept. of Economics
Edited : 7th Issue of Al-Shodhana, (Vol 4, No 1) the research Journal of the College
Chief Guest : Independence Day Celebration, St Aloysius College Gents Hostel , Mangaluru, 15-08-2016.
Guest Talk
 Parents –Teachers & Students Meeting, Anand
Ashram PU College, Bhatkal 09-08-2016.
 Preparation for Interview , St Agnes PU College
Mangaluru, Civil Service Aspirants, 20-08-2016
 Our Choices Define US , Sri Gokarnetheshwara
College, Mangaluru , 29-08-2016
Panel Discussion
 Goods and Services Taxes , Daijiworld TV, 04-082016
 Impact of Cess, Daijiworld TV , 01-06-2016
Career Guidance
 SSLC Students: Anand Ashram PU College, Bhatkal 09-08-2016.
 PUC Commerce Students, Anand Ashram PU College, Bhatkal 09-08-2016.
 Students and Parents, Nakre Parish, Karkala, 2108-2016
MS VIDYA VINUTHA D‟SOUZA - PG Dept. of Social Work
Resource person at a Research Methodology workshop
organised by St Mary‘s College, Shirva on the 5th August
2016
Publications
Co-authored a research paper on ―Disaster Preparedness
among Fishermen in Mangalore‖ Published in International Journal of Research in Social Sciences; August
2016, Volume 6, Issue 8: Impact Factor- 6.278

MS FLORIN SHELOMITH SOANS - Dept. of Economics

 Paper presented in the ICSSR sponsored National
Conference Indigenous ,Growth of sociology and Research in India held at the Dept. of Sociology Mangalore University on May 13th 2016
Paper title, “Women empowerment through participation in local governance : A study of
Dakshina Kannada District”
 Paper presented in the National conference on Financial sector reforms in collaboration with Syndicate bank regional office udupi and PG Dept of Commerce St.Mary‘s College Shirva on May 6th 2016
Paper title, “Financial management of Local
bodies – A study of Dakshina kannada District”
 Paper presented in Two- Day National Conference
on ―Business Education and Employability: Challenges and New Directions‖ held at Mangalore University
campus ,Mangalagangothri ,Karnataka on 29th and
30th April 2016
Paper title, ―Green Marketing with reference to
green tourism: A study of Dakshina kannada
District‖
 Paper presented in the two day National Conference on 25 years of financial sector reforms : A look
back
and
ahead
at
Davengere
University,Shivagangothri Karnataka on 22nd and 23rd April
2016 – (Awaiting certificate )
Paper title,―Institutional approach for Financial
Inclusion: A study with special reference to
Dakshina Kannada”
 Paper presented in UGC sponsored Two Day National Level Seminar on ―Inclusive Green Growth,
Institutional innovations, Environmental Policy and
Implications for Employment Generation with special
reference to Dakshina Kannada‖ at Besant Evening
College and NITK , Mangalore on April 22nd and 23rd
2016. – Received BEST PAPER AWARD
Paper title, ―Women Participation in Local Governance: A study of Dakshina Kannada District”

Electrical and Electronics Models: Pilikula Regional Science Centre
A workshop on preparing working Electrical and Electronics Models was held at Pilikula Regional Science Centre,
Mangaluru on 1st September, 2016. The participants
were the instructors of various science centres of Karnataka. DR PRAKASH KAMATH, Dean, Faculty of Physical Sciences, was the Resource Person for the workshop. MR CHANDRA SHEKHARA SHETTY, MR
HARSHITH AND MR SHAWN AJAY D' SOUZA were
the co-resource persons during the preparation and
demonstration of the models. Working models of Infinity
well, Wireless Power transmission, CD-Gyroscope, Laser
microscope were constructed by the participants. Demonstration on Smoke- bublesfall, soap-bubble, dancing water drops also were conducted. All electrical and electronic components were supplied by Pilikula Regional Science Centre.
Reported by Mr Chandra Shekhara Shetty
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FACULTY EXCELLENCE
DR ALWYN D'SA - Dept. of English

MS SUMITHA P.V - Dept. of MBA

 Moderator of a Technical Session at the UGC sponsored National Level Seminar on "Konkani Speaking
People of Coastal Karnataka & their Anglo-Portugese
connection" held on 23-24 August, 2016 at Besant
Evening College, Mangalore.

Paper Publications

MR RADHAKRISHNA NAYAK - PG Dept. of Commerce



Sumitha, Krishnamurthy. ―Factor modelling to
measure women empowerment- An empirical evidence.‖ Conference Proceedings CANCON 2016,
National Conference Microfinance: Growth Engine
for Rural Economy, 54-59, ISBN 978-81-927561-6-5.



Sumitha, Krishnamurthy. ―Empirical study to evaluate empowerment indicators which empower rural
women to join SHGs.‖ Conference Proceedings CANCON 2016, National Conference Microfinance:
Growth Engine for Rural Economy, 25-28, ISBN 978
-81-927561-6-5.



Preethi, Pakeerappa, Sumitha. ―Impediments in the
Talent Development of Female Teachers: A study in
Selected State Universities of Karnataka, India‖,
SJCC Management Research Review, Vol.6 , No.1,
June 2016, pp:70-78, ISSN-2249-4359.

Publication







―Study on Investment opportunities with special
reference to Telecommunication Industry‖ was published in Volume 2 Issue 5 May 2016 of the North
Asian International Research Journal of Multidisciplinary.IRJIF—Impact Factor –3.52 ISSN 24542326
―The Rural Entrepreneurship: Key issue, opportunities with reference to Marate Milk Products, India‖
has been publilshed in Elixir International Journal
in June 2016, Vol.95, page number :40946-40949.
―Ananlysis of Selected securities with reference to
Pharmaceutical Industries listed in National Stock
Exchange - A Guide for Investor‖ has been published
in International Journal of Research in IT And
Mangement
online(ISSN:2231 -4334)
Print
(ISSN:2349-6517) Volume 06, Issue 05, May 2016
with impact factor 5.96

DR. VINOLA RODRIGUES - PG Department of
Chemistry
Publication
 International journal, IuCr Data, ISSN 2414-3146
Title of the paper is 4-Bromo-N-(4-fluorophenyl)
benzenesulfonamide

Resource Person



Resource person for one day Faculty Development
Programme and delivered talk on ―Statistical tools
for Research & Data Analysis‖ at SDM College of
Business Administration on August 2nd 2016.



Resource person and delivered talk on ―‗Sampling
and Estimation‘‖ at Manipal School of Management
on August 30th 2016.

MS DESHEL LEVINES FERNANDES - PG Dept. of
Commerce
 Presented Paper titled ‘Empowering Rural India
Through Financial Inclusion‘ at the National level
seminar on ‗Financial Inclusion - Opportunities &
Challenges‘ held at Milagres College, Kallianpur on
19th and 20th August 2016.

FACULTY RECHARGING
DR ALWYN D'SA - Dept. of English



Participated as an expert in the one-day workshop
on Course work materials preparation for MA
(Konkani) syllabus of Mangalore University under
the aegis of Mangalore University and Karnataka
Konkani Sahithya Academy held on 9th August,
2016.

MS R. MANIMOZHI & MS HEMALATHA N - Dept.
of MCA



Attended a NAAC sponsored National Seminar on
"Curriculum Design and Development for Sustainable and Societal Development : A Road Map" at
Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham, Coimbatore, Tamil
Nadu on 12-13 Aug. 2016

DR BABU THOMAS - Dept. of MBA
Attended the international conference ―Social Science
and Business Research Network (SSBRI) in Bali, Indonesia from 5th to 6th August 2016. Paper titled ―The effect of Job Satisfaction engagement on organizational
commitment.
MR RUBAN S - PG Dept. of Software Technology
& MR RAKESH KUMAR - Dept. of MCA
Attended a Deep Dive Faculty Enablement Program on
"Big Data and Analytics" from 22-26 August 2016 at
Infosys Limited, Mangalore DC (SEZ Campus)
MS SUMITHA P.V - Dept. of MBA
Attended One-day Wolfram Workshop on Mathematica
organised by MCA department AIMIT, St. Aloysius College (Autonomous), on August 12th 2016.
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STUDENT EXCELLENCE
ROSHAN MELWYN LOBO - II Bcom B
Participated in the World Youth Day at
Krakow Poland from 20 July to 2 August
2016.
He was the National executive of ycs ysm
India for the year 2013 - 2016 and presently
he is the Secretary of the Konkani Association.

Student of MCA and M.Sc(ST) participated
in TECHFORTE 16 – a National Level IT
Fest conducted by Dept. of Computer Applications, Mount Carmel College on 26th September 2016. MR RENSON SERRAO of
MCA III Sem participated in DJs war
and has secured First position.

A research paper entitled “Process optimization for utilization of texture modified ghee for mysore pak
preparation” authored by Sushmita Das (M.Sc.II, FST Student) and team, has been accepted for presentation
in National Conference on “Innovative Food Processing Technologies for Food and Nutritional Security” at ICAR-CIPHET, Ludhiana (Punjab) India going to be held during September 29-30, 2016.

PLACEMENT DETAILS 2014-2016 BATCH
SI.
No
1.

Student

Designation

Employer

Divya Shilpa Fernades

Scientific analyst

Molecular Connections Pvt Ltd., B‘lore

2.

Ishani Bhat

Lecturer

Alvas College, Moodbidri, Karnataka

3.

Nithin Kumar

Quality and Production executive

Oishi Chips Pvt Ltd., Bangalore

4

Ramakrishna M

Propriator

MV Foods and beverages

5

Jithendra Joshi

Quality and Production Executive

Mother Dairy, Bangalore

6

Elvita Periera

Nutrionist

Nestle India,Mangalore

7
8

Sannidhi Hegde
Hita Nair

Quality Controller
Lecturer

Nilgiris, Bangalore
Mysore

9

Blessy Dsouza

Baicompady, Mangalore

10

Ms.Prajna

Quality Department Fish Canning Industry
Quality control executive

11

Megha Rani Monisha

Quality control

Achal Pvt ltd.Mangalore

12

Kalpana

R&D

Dhamarshtala Siri Pvt Ltd Mangalore

13

Anuja

Junior Officer Quality Controller

Akshyakalpa Organic Dairy,Tiptur

14

Harsha Kumar

Quality Controller

Dairy Classic Ice cream Pvt ltd

15

Jeeva

Quality Assurance

Milma Dairy Pathanamthitta,kerla

16

Srilaxmi

Quality Controller

Priya Foods,Malappuram,Kerala

Reliable Cashew,Mangalore

Independence Badminton Cup 2016
Health is wealth. Physical health is equally important as mental health. To enhance physical fitness and to propagate badminton, the physical department of the college organized a badminton Independence cup for the staff and
students in the month of August.
Following members were declared winners
Women‘s Winners – Ms Jenice Goveas (Staff) & Ms Harsha (I Bsc)
Women‘s Runner ups – Ms Premalatha Shetty (Staff) & Ms Dravya
(III Bsc)
Men‘s Winners – Mr Santhosh Goveas (staff) & Mr Shadmaan (II
BBM)
Men‘s Runner ups – Mr Santhosh Notagar (staff) & Mr Shabareesh
(II BCA)
The winners were awarded on August 15, 2016 on the 70th Independence Day by Principal Rev Fr Sweebert D‘silva SJ. The event was
remarkable one where a large number participated with the sportive
spirit. It also created awareness on importance of sports in general
and badminton in specific, to improve the health of people.
Reported by Mr Santhosh Notagar
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